“A Man’s reach should exceed his grasp, or what’s a heaven for?”
- Robert Browning

EXPLORATION
DOME

We bring The Wonders of The Universe to you Doorstep!

Killaloe
Co. Clare
Phone: 087 1143411
Email: info@explorationdome.ie
www.explorationdome.ie

EXPLORATION
DOME

The most advanced Mobile Digital Planetarium in Ireland.

Moon shadows on Jupiter.
Exploration Dome

Exploration Dome is a mobile planetarium & science education service offering schools and event organisers an invaluable science resource and experience. Enjoy presentations with a fascinating insight into astronomy and science.

Suitable for all age groups the planetarium ensures everyone is given the opportunity to learn all about space and science in a fantastic, fun and safe educational environment.

Don’t worry about organising school trips, Exploration dome will come to you.

Our Shows

Exploration Dome offers 7 Full dome shows with the following topics:
- Astronomy
- Environmental
- Math (Fractals)
- Science
- History

We also offer custom made programs in Astronomy, such as:
- Earth
- The Sun and Moon
- The Planets

and many more…..

For a full list of our Full Dome Films and programs, please visit our website www.explorationdome.ie or send us an email for more information on info@explorationdome.ie